
Main Specification: 

A. AHD 1080P, CPU: 3520D, Linux 2.6 system, 1 or 2 SD cards support, Max 128GB. Standard 

version is 1 slot. 

B. 4 channel, 4 X 720P resolution. 6 alarm input, 2 output; 4 AV input, 1 output. 

C. RS232/485, I/O Extension port for extra application. Wide voltage range of 8 - 36 V. 

SDM603A (This is basic model, which has G-sensor and UPS protection) 

Main Features: 

Support Button alarm, Left/Right turn alarm, Reverse alarm, Door opening alarm, Brake alarm, 

Speed alarm, Motion detection, Customized Player, support G-sensor etc. 

SDM603A-GPS (This is GPS model, which includes GPS module + G-sensor and UPS protec-

tion) 

Main Features: 

Basic features + GPS tracking. 

SDM603A-WIFI (This is WIFI model, which includes WIFI module + G-sensor and UPS protection ) 

Main Features: 

Basic features + WIFI feature 

SDM603A-3G-GPS (This is 3G+GPS model, which includes 3G and GPS module + G-sensor and 

UPS protection ) 

Main Features: 

Basic features + 3G real-time + GPS online tracking + below functions 

Support Power/Oil cut, SMS alarm, Online GPS tracking, Live talkback, Live surveillance, iFAR 

CMS Platform, iOS & Android Platform 

(for Apple and Android phone), Remote control and dispatch, and Geo fence etc. 

Extra Application: 

Oil/Fuel/Gas detection, Passenger Video counter, PTZ cloud 360 camera, LED Display board etc. 

Welcome customized. 

Introducing the new ADC Alarms Trans-View Mobile Digital Video Recorder system, designed to withstand harsh environments 

of commercial Trucks and busses. Short circuits those costly court battles that follow a major road incident by having the proof 

on video of accountability and liability. The systems can record driver behaviour, GPS location, Audio and real-time video all   

recorded on internal HDD and removable SD card. In the event of a power fail in the vehicle the system retains enough power to 

finalize the current recorded file protecting the integrity of the data.  

Realtime tracking of your fleet can be tracked using our servers showing location and video. Dependant on the options selected 

an intercom call can be raised  - handy for medical services where real-time video can be viewed and at the same time a doctor 

can talk directly with the paramedics. 

TRANS-VIEW MOBILE DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS 
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